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Ian Davies reveals an attacking back-row 
move that has three clever variations

BACK-ROW
ATTACK
OPTIONS

 WHAT’S THE OBJECT?
To score a try by putting one of 
your back-row forwards through 
a gap off an attacking scrum on 
either side of the pitch
 

 HOW IT WORKS
8 or 9 picks up and runs wide to 
draw the opposition fl anker, before 

passing back inside, creating space 
for 7 to put 6 or 8 in for a try
 

 KEY POINTS
8 or 9 must drag the fi rst fl anker 
across after the scrum, pulling him 
out of position, before passing. 7 
must fi x the opposition No 8, and 
6 must time his run for glory

THE PRO
Ian Davies is Cornish Pirates’ head 

coach and has also coached the 
Baa-Baas and a Championship XV
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PLAY B
1. 9 picks from base or takes 

pass from 8, and attacks wide
2. 9 passes back inside to 7, 
who puts 8 through the gap

PLAY C
1. This time 7 and 8 
run blocker lines…
2. …and 9 passes 
back inside to 6

PLAY A
1. 8 draws defence  

before passing inside to 7
2. 7 � xes opposing 8 and 

gives scoring pop pass to 6

For more advice on drills, 
fi tness and coaching, 
including videos and 
diagrams, see the advice 
section on our website – 
rugbyworld.com/takingpart
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